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Abstract 
Background subtraction is used to remove the relatively motionless background information from video frames and 
to detect moving objects. Several methods have been proposed for nonparametric modelling of the background. In 
this paper a novel method for simultaneous non parametric modelling of background and foreground is proposed, 
which is utilized for classification of pixels as foreground or background, in a competitive manner. Selective 
updating of the background and foreground models is employed to accommodate changes in the background. Both 
temporal and spatial dependencies of pixels are utilized in the model updating. The proposed method gives higher 
Percentage of Correct Classification (PCC) score in dynamic background compared to the other methods, which is 
verified using standard databases.                                                    
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1. Introduction 
Moving object detection is an important task in automatic visual surveillance [3].  The three key steps in 
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automatic surveillance are detection of moving objects, tracking of such objects across frames and analysis of object 
tracks to recognize their behaviour [3]. Moving objects can be detected by subtracting the background image from 
the current frame of a video scene.  Typical approaches for detecting the foreground pixels in a frame employ the 
idea of comparing each frame against a model of the background, followed by selecting the pixels that do not fit in 
the model [1,3]. An independent decision is made for each pixel, possibly taking into account information from 
neighbouring pixels.  
Background (BG) subtraction is complex due to the changes in the background [1,2]such as gradual and 
sudden illumination variation, changes introduced to the background, camera vibration due to wind, dynamic 
background (water surface, waving flags, curtains, trees etc.), moving objects with similar colour  or other features 
to the background and presence of shadow of moving objects. Figure 1 shows some real world examples of such 
instances.  
 
 
  
         (a)        (b)       (c)    
    
   (d)     (e)        (f)           (g)    
Figure 1.Challenges in Background Subtraction (a) rippling water and  fountain (b) waving tree (c) shadow of moving object   (d) and (e) 
illumination variation with time and  (f) and (g) variation due to camera vibration 
 
Many background modelling algorithms have been proposed in the literature. However, the problem of 
detecting or extracting moving objects in a complex environment is far from being fully resolved [10,15,16]. 
 The paper is organized as follows: section 2 provides a brief survey of existing methods for BG subtraction. 
Section 3 presents the proposed BGFG model based background subtraction. Section 4 presents classification results 
and their performance evaluation. The paper is concluded in section 5. 
2. Literature Survey 
 A robust method of determining background intensities is taking the background as the average of previous 
n frames or using a moving average in order to minimize the memory requirements [4]. To handle the changes in the 
illumination, an exponential forgetting factor is employed. A simple recursive filter was proposed by Elgammal 
etal.[5], to estimate the median. Here the running estimate of the median is incremented by one if the input pixel 
intensity is larger than the estimate, and decreased by one if it is smaller. This estimate eventually converges to a 
value such that half of the input pixels are larger than this value and the other half smaller than this value. In 
Minimum-Maximum filter [6], three values are estimated for each pixel using the training sequence without 
foreground objects: minimum intensity (Min), maximum intensity (Max), and maximum intensity difference 
between consecutive frames (D). These values are estimated over several frames and are periodically updated for 
background regions.  
 All of the above are unimodal techniques. The background of the scene may contain many non-static 
objects such as rippling water, tree branches, bushes etc. whose movement depends on the wind in the scene. This 
kind of background motion causes the pixel intensity values to vary significantly with time. In such a case, 
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multimodal assumption is essential [13, 18].  
Multimodal approaches are categorized as Parametric or Non-parametric methods [11,18]. In the 
parametric method, the temporal probability density of individual pixels is modelled in a parametric manner. A 
popular parametric approach is the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [7], where the values observed over time at 
each pixel is represented by a weighted mixture of Gaussians. The Gaussian distributions are then evaluated to 
determine which are the most likely to result from a background process. This deals with lighting changes, repetitive 
motions from clutter and long-term scene changes. 
 In non-parametric methods, a set of real values sampled from a pixel’s recent history is stored, which is 
then used to estimate a probability density function to determine whether or not the pixel in the current frame 
belongs to the background. Elgammal et al. [2] used a kernel density estimation (KDE) approach, where they 
represented a background model by individual pixels of the last N frames. Mittal and Paragios [19] proposed an 
adaptive kernel density estimation technique to address the dynamic background case. In [20], Seki et al. 
exploited the spatial correlation of pixels by using the co-occurrence of image variations. Jung [8] made use of the 
co-occurrence of pixels in a small area. Chen et al. [9] used the co-occurrence of pixels in a more differentiated 
manner. 
 Combined background (BG) and foreground (FG) models have been described recently with spatial and 
temporal information for BG subtraction. These models include prior information about the FG in the BG 
modelling. Sheikh et al. [11] described a BG model that competes with an explicit FG model to provide the best 
description of the visual appearance of a scene. Hao et al. [12] suggested a spatiotemporal KDE based background 
model and a Gaussian formulation to describe the spatial correlation of moving objects for foreground modelling. 
The background and foreground models generated are employed to generate a background frame, which is updated 
based on certain rules. 
 This paper proposes nonparametric modelling of both background and foreground and classification of 
pixels by the two models which is done in a competitive manner, as background or foreground. 
3. Proposed Methodology 
 Given a sample ^ ` 1  i i NS x  } from a distribution with density function  p x , an estimate  ^p x of the 
density at x can be calculated [2, 11] using 
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where K σ is a kernel function with a band width σ. We can think of (1) as estimating the pdf by averaging the effect 
of a set of kernel functions centered at each data point. 
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Using the probability estimates, the pixel is classified in a competitive way by the two estimates and considered to 
be a background pixel if ( ) ( )t tPb x Pf x! .  
 Similar to the approach proposed by Barnich et al. [13] and Wang et al. [17], a specific form for the 
probability distribution function is not employed in the proposed method. Separate models will be used for 
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background and foreground.  A new value is compared to background and foreground model samples to classify it 
as foreground or background.  As proposed by Barnich et al. [13], spatial neighborhood will be considered for 
initialization of background model samples and the complementary values will be taken as the initial foreground 
model samples. 
 Each pixel x is modelled by a collection of N background sample values 
 ^ `  
1 2
( ) , ,... 4
Nb b b b
M x v v v  
 
taken in previous frames and by a collection of N foreground sample values 
 ^ `  
1 2
( ) , ,... 5
Nf f f fM x v v v  
taken in previous frames. 
 To classify a pixel value v(x) according to its corresponding Model Mb(x) and Mf(x), we compare it to the 
closest values within the set of samples by defining a circle SR(v(x))  of radius R centred on v(x). If n1 is the number 
of BG model samples within the circle and n2 is the number of FG model samples within the circle, then the pixel 
will be classified as below, 
 
    if n1> n2, BG pixel,  
    otherwise, FG pixel   (6) 
 
 While computing n1and n2, highest value will be limited to a cardinality term #min. The classification 
process is illustrated in Fig. 2. In the figure, dots represent samples of Mb(x) and + symbol represent samples of 
Mf(x). As the circle is intersecting with 12 Mf(x) samples and with only 3 Mb(x) samples, the pixel value v(x) will be 
taken as FG pixel.  
     
    
Fig 2. Competitive classification of a pixel value with a set of BG and FG model samples in a 2-D Euclidean color space (C1, C2) 
 
 Updating the BG model is essential to adapt to lighting changes and other variations in the background. 
Similarly updating the FG model is essential to adapt according to a new foreground object. Selective update 
mechanism will be used for updating both the models. The models will be selected for updating according to the 
condition as below, 
    ifn1> n2, updating of BG model 
    ifn1< n2, updating of FG model   (7) 
    ifn1= n2, no model updating 
 
 While updating a model, a randomly selected model sample value will be replaced with the pixel value. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
 The performance of the proposed algorithm is compared against three methods: moving average [4], 
recursive median [5] and GMM [7]. All codes were developed in MATLAB except for GMM. For GMM, the code 
available in the computer vision toolbox of MATLAB was used.  
                   
   (a)                                       (b)           (c) 
                   
   (d)                                         (e)            (f) 
Figure.3. Moving Object Detection in frame number 375 of CMS dataset . (a)Input image, (b)Ground truth, (c) Moving average method,  (d) 
Recursive median method, (e) GMM (f) proposed  BGFG   
  
         
 
 The experimentations have been carried out on the Carnegie Mellon test image sequence (CMS) [11] and 
on the two test image sequences in the CDW datasets [14]: CDW\dynamic Background\canoe and CDW\dynamic 
Background\overpass. Some of the challenges in the datasets are - noisy or non-stationary background, slow 
foreground, waving tree, rippling water, movement along the camera axis ie, radial motion, moving object with 
similar color to the background, cast and moving shadow and illumination variation.  
 
         
                      (a)                                                                    (b)        (c) 
                    
                        (d)                   (e)       (f) 
    
                                                                                      
Figure. 4. Moving Object Detection in frame number 965 of CDW canoe dataset . (a) Input image, (b) Ground truth, (c) Moving average method,  
(d) Recursive median method, (e) GMM   (f) proposed BGFG  
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 The parameters N and #min of the proposed method have been optimized to get the best PCC score. N=20 
and #min=10 gave the best PCC score.  CDW\dynamic background\overpass dataset alone was used for this 
optimization. 
 
 Figure.3 shows background subtraction results obtained when the proposed method and other methods 
were tested on the CMS dataset where the background variation is low. It is observed that the GMM method and the 
proposed method give the best result. Figure.4 shows results when the algorithms were tested on CDW/dynamic 
Background/canoe dataset. Rippling water resulting in the background being dynamic, a moving object (human 
wearing a cap) with color similar to the background, a large object (canoe) that moves slowly etc are some of the 
challenges in this video. The number of moving object pixels detected is higher in the proposed method compared to 
other methods. It is also observed that the proposed method successfully rejects many of the pixels in the water 
surface. 
 Figure.5 shows results when the algorithms were tested on CDW/dynamic Background/overpass dataset. 
Waving tree rippling water etc are some of the challenges in this video. The number of moving object pixels 
detected is higher in the proposed method compared to the other methods. It is also observed that the proposed 
method successfully rejects many of the pixels corresponding to the waving tree. 
 
                       
(a)   (b)   (c) 
                      
  (d)    (e)   (f) 
      
Figure. 5. Moving Object Detection in frame number 2480 of CDW overpass dataset . (a)Input image, (b)Ground truth, (c) Moving average 
method,  (d) Recursive median method, (e) GMM   (f) proposed  BGFG 
Quantitative evaluation has been conducted on the three datasets that were employed. The conventional 
Recall and Precision metrics, used in many of the literature [11, 12], are used to obtain a quantitative evaluation 
measure. They are defined as below: 
 
 pixels foreground detected ofNumber 
pixels foreground detectedcorrectly  ofNumber 
 Precision              (8) 
 
 
 truthgroundin  pixels foreground ofNumber 
pixels foreground detectedcorrecly  ofNumber 
 Recall  
 (9) 
 
Precision and recall metrics measured on the datasets using the proposed method and the other methods used for 
comparison of the performance, are indicated in the tables 1 and 2.  Proposed method gives the highest precision 
whereas the recall is highest in the case of recursive median method. 
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Table 1.Detection Performance: Precision. 
Video 
Movingaverag
e 
Recursive 
median 
 
GMM 
Proposed 
 BGFG 
CMS 0.383 0.454 0.661 0.728 
CDWcanoe 0.173 0.201 0.429 0.510 
CDWoverpass 0.49 0.541 0.635 0.781 
Average Precision 0.349 0.399 0.575 0.673 
 
Table 2.Detection Performance: Recall. 
Video 
Moving 
average 
Recursive 
median 
 
GMM 
Proposed 
BGFG 
CMS 
0.729 0.754 
0.674 
0.667 
CDWcanoe 
0.566 0.646 
0.510 
0.638 
CDWoverpass 
0.576 0.639 
0.430 
0.590 
Average recall 0.624 0.680 0.538 0.632 
  
According to Elhabian et al. [18], the best metric that can be used to compare performance of binary classifiers is the 
percentage of correct classification (PCC), which combines the effect of precision and recall 
 
FN  FP  TN  TP
TN  TP
 PCC 
 
  (10) 
where the number of true positives (TP), which counts the number of correctly detected foreground pixels; the 
number of false positives (FP), which counts the number of background pixels incorrectly classified as foreground; 
the number of true negatives (TN), which counts the number of correctly classified background pixels; and the 
number of false negatives (FN), which accounts for the number of foreground pixels incorrectly classified as 
background. 
Table 3.Detection Performance: PCC. 
Video 
Moving 
average 
Recursive 
median 
 
GMM 
Proposed 
BGFG 
CMS 
0.947 0.959 
 
0.978 0.979 
CDWcanoe 
0.822 0.924 
 
0.932 0.947 
CDWoverpass 
0.897 0.910 
 
0.922 0.942 
Average PCC 0.889 0.931 0.944 0.956 
  
 PCC score measured on the datasets using the proposed method and the other methods used for comparison 
of the performance are indicated in the table 3. The proposed method gives the highest PCC score compared to the 
other methods.  
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5. Conclusion 
A competitive background Foreground model is used for background subtraction. The algorithm is applied to 
challenging dynamic video sequences and compared to results obtained using other methods. The algorithm 
produces reliable classification results. Temporal consistency of pixel values will be considered in our future work. 
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